Introduction
In recent years it has become evident that the increasing need for huge bandwidth and throughput capabilities in Data Center and High Performance Computing (HPC) environments can no longer be met by bandwidth-limited electrical interconnects. Besides their limited capacity, electrical wiring technologies impose great energy and size limitations originating from the requirements to handle the vast amount of information that needs to be exchanged across all hierarchical communication levels within Data Centers and HPCs, i.e. rack-to-rack, backplane, chip-to-chip and on-chip interconnections. This reality has inevitably led to a clearly shaped roadmap for bringing optics into the spotlight and replacing electrical with optical interconnects, thereby overtaking the bottleneck in traffic exchange imposed by electrical wires [1] . Hence, the optical technology should penetrate into intra-rack and board-to-board transmission links, considering that the optical fiber as a large-bandwidth transmission medium [2] is used only in commercial systems for rack-torack communication [3] .
excessively increased propagation losses compared to conventional dielectric waveguides due to radiation absorption in the metallic stripe, yielding quite short propagation lengths lying in the order of few tens of micrometers [29] , [30] . Apart from the strong mode confinement, the main advantage of the DLSPP waveguide technology stems from the nature of the chosen dielectric material which, depending on its thermo-optic (TO) [25] , [31] - [35] or electro-optic [24] , [36] properties, allows for the exploitation of the corresponding effects, enabling in this way the deployment of highly functional active plasmonic elements. Regarding the TO effect, the underlying metallic layer, which is in direct contact with the polymer and therefore with the largest part of the DLSPP mode field, serves as an energyefficient electrode that yields immediate change of the effective index of the propagating mode at the presence of electric current, leading to fast TO responses. These advantages render the DLSPP waveguides ideal for TO manipulation of the plasmonic waves in various functional circuitry implementations like modulation [32] , [33] , ON/OFF gating [25] and switching [34] , [35] . The progress made so far on active DLSPP-based circuits renders the TO effect as the most mature mechanism for bringing low-energy active plasmonics in true data traffic environments [25] , [31] .
To this end, the roadmap towards practical employment of active plasmonic circuits in the development of "greener" and faster "Network-on-Chip" (NoC) solutions for Data Centers and HPCs seems to be the following: the synergy between plasmonic, electronic and photonic components for the realization of NoC deployments with minimized power consumption, size and enhanced throughput capabilities, simply by taking advantage of the virtues of each technology. In this perspective, silicon photonics can be used for low-loss optical transmission in passive interconnection components, plasmonics can provide small footprint and low power consumption in active switching modules and electronics can be employed for intelligent decision-making mechanisms. However, considering that plasmonic technology is a premature technology with only a few years of development compared to silicon photonics and with limited functionality so far, the way towards the implementation of such hybrid NoC environments requires priorly: a) the interconnection between silicon and plasmonic waveguide structures in a SOI platform in order to avoid the employment of high-loss plasmonic waveguides for passive circuitry [30] , [37] , b) the proof of the credentials of plasmonics in wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) applications so as to support the complete portfolio of optics [38] , c) the demonstration of functional active plasmonic circuitries in realistic data traffic environments [25] , [31] .
This chapter aims to cover all these issues starting from the 4×4 silicon-plasmonic router architecture, where its main building blocks and their principle of operation are described briefly. The chapter continues with the geometrical specifications of the silicon and plasmonic waveguides of the hybrid routing platform as well as with the silicon components and sub-systems, namely the photodiodes (PDs) and the multiplexers (MUXs), respectively. The silicon-plasmonic asymmetric Mach-Zehnder interferometer (A-MZI) is then presented and analyzed thoroughly since it is the constituent component of the 4×4 switching matrix of the router. Subsequently, the WDM credentials of plasmonics are experimentally confirmed by demonstrating WDM data transmission over a DLSPP waveguide as well as WDM data switching operation via a hybrid Si-DLSPP A-MZI, along with its switching performance metrics. Various optimization procedures are also listed. The chapter concludes with an estimation of the router's total power consumption and losses.
Tb/s-scale hybrid Router-on-Chip platform
Data Center and HPC communication systems require the development of NoC environments with compact size, high-throughput and enhanced power saving capabilities for efficient traffic management. In this perspective, the benefits of silicon photonics and plasmonics can be combined towards realizing a 4×4 "Router-on-Chip" platform [13] with Tb/s-scale data capacity and ultra-low energy requirements for chip-to-chip and on-chip optical interconnects. This hybrid routing platform employs a silicon motherboard hosting all various optical and electrical circuitry, where the "heart" of this router chip is a hybrid 4×4 switching matrix comprising 2×2 TO Si-DLSPP switches, and exploits the best out of all technology worlds: the low optical loss of Si-waveguide motherboard for its passive interconnection parts, the high energy efficiency of plasmonics in the router's "active" parts, and the intelligence provided by electronics for its decision-making mechanisms. The following sections describe in detail the Tb/s-scale Si-DLSPP router architecture and its basic building blocks, the experimental evidences of the WDM data transmission and switching capabilities of the DLSPP waveguides, various optimization approaches and finally the performance of the 4×4 router with estimations in power consumption and optical insertion losses.
4×4 silicon-plasmonic router architecture
The 4×4 silicon-plasmonic router architecture aims at achieving 1.12Tb/s aggregate throughput with small footprint and low power consumption. Figure 1 illustrates a schematic layout of this hybrid router architecture. The router consists of SOI MUXs, Si PDs, a hybrid Si-DLSPP 4×4 switching matrix and an integrated circuit (IC) microcontroller. Size minimization and power savings are promoted by the employment of four SOI MUXs composed of cascaded Si ring resonators (RRs) placed in parallel at the frontend of the router and four identical thermo-optically addressed Si-DLSPP A-MZIs interconnected in a Beneš topology. The plasmonic components are used only where switching functionality is required in order to achieve both low optical losses and low power consumption. The Si technology is also responsible for coupling light in and out of the platform, the interconnection of all subsystems and the optoelectronic (OE) signal conversion of the incoming packets' headers. Four 7×1 MUX circuits based on SOI RRs are used to multiplex 28 time-overlapped wavelengths, spaced by 100GHz and modulated with 40Gb/s nonreturn-to-zero (NRZ) packet traffic, into four optical data streams. Consequently, each one of these multi-wavelength data sequences carries an aggregate traffic of 280Gb/s that will enter one of the four inputs of the plasmonic switching device and will then follow the same route through the entire platform. Apart from the 28 input ports that are utilized for the insertion of the data carrying packets, the router also incorporates 4 additional input ports Merging Plasmonics and Silicon Photonics Towards Greener and Faster "Network-on-Chip" Solutions for Data Centers and High-Performance Computing Systems 527 where they are inserted four discrete low-rate wavelength beams containing the header information of the four incoming data streams. The header for each stream is a two pulse combination within 1μs time interval and specifies the desired output port, while the duration of the payload of the data packets can be variable. These header pulses are optoelectronically converted via low-rate all-silicon PDs into respective electrical signals that subsequently feed the IC control unit. Here the low speed electronics operating at the data packets rate carry out the intelligent decision-making process that is essential for the routing functionality: The IC microcontroller performs header processing operations and generates differential control electronic signals for driving appropriately the switching matrix. In this way, the incoming optical data streams are routed to the desired output ports as a result of fruitful cooperation between the silicon photonic, plasmonic and electronic technologies. 
Silicon and DLSPP waveguides
The different technologies and building blocks involved in the hybrid Tb/s-scale router require the employment of the appropriate waveguide technology in order to merge all of them successfully on the same motherboard. The existence of a slab layer in rib waveguides compared to the strip counterparts facilitates the fabrication process for the heterointegration of all processing components, namely the PDs, the SOI MUXs and the DLSPP waveguide structures, rendering this waveguide technology suitable for the low-loss Sibased communication links needed in the SOI routing platform. Taking into consideration the intrinsic TM nature of plasmonic waves, the geometrical dimensions of the Si rib waveguides need to be carefully chosen for compatibility with plasmonic waveguides. In this perspective, rib waveguides featuring a cross section of 400nm width by 340nm height with a 50nm-thick remaining slab are the Si waveguide technology of choice for the routing platform in order to support low-loss TM light propagation [37] .
Nevertheless, the coexistence of silicon photonics and plasmonics on the same platform imposes proper formation of the SOI motherboard for efficient hetero-integration of the DLSPP waveguides [31] : By etching the SOI motherboard down to 200nm (Figure 2(a) ), the formed recess in the 2μm-thick buried oxide (BOX) of the SOI substrate serves as the hosting region of a DLSPP waveguide. Towards selecting the dimensions of the DLSPP waveguides, it should be taken into account that the DLSPP waveguide characteristics, i.e., the mode field confinement, effective index and propagation length, are strongly influenced by the width and height of the employed dielectric ridge [29] as a result of the SPP field confinement that occurs when this ridge is placed on top of a metal film. Considering methyl-methacrylate (PMMA) ridges placed on gold stripes to be operated at telecom wavelengths (~1550nm), the optimum ridge dimensions, ensuring tight mode confinement (<1μm) and relatively long propagation (~50μm) of DLSPP modes, are about 500nm and 600nm for the ridge width and height, respectively [29] . Moreover, the underlying gold stripes are about 3μm wide and 60nm thick. A microscope image taken from a Si-DLSPP waveguide is shown in Figure 2 Apart from the geometrical specifications of these two different waveguide technologies, it is necessary to implement an efficient transition from one type of waveguide to the other. In our case, the interface between the silicon and plasmonic waveguides is implemented by a butt-coupling approach, as depicted in bird's eye and side views in Figure 2 (c)-(d), respectively. The design of this approach relies on numerical modeling conducted by means of full vectorial three-dimensional finite element method (3D-FEM) simulations. Towards finalizing the design specifications, various parameters should be examined, i.e., the Si waveguide's width, the vertical offset between the two types of waveguides, the existence of a longitudinal gap in the metallic stripe as usually exists in fabricated structures, so as to optimize the matching of the optical modes during transition [37] . The validity of the simulation outcomes is achieved by their comparison with cut-back measurements for a variety of fabricated all Si and hybrid Si-DLSPP waveguide samples [31] , [37] . As a result, a coupling loss per interface variance with a mean value of -2.5dB is feasible for 175nm-wide Si waveguides with 200nm vertical offset and DLSPP waveguides with 0.5μm metal gap. The same cut-back evaluation procedure leads to silicon and plasmonic propagation losses of approximately 4.5dB/cm and 0.1dB/μm, respectively, being in good agreement with typical results reported in the literature [30] .
Silicon photodiodes
Since the silicon-plasmonic routing platform comprises also microelectronics, it is necessary to develop integrated C-band (1530-1565 nm) photodiodes that enable the OE conversion of the optical header pulses into electrical signals. However, a complementary metal-oxidesemiconductor (CMOS) -compatible SOI-based integration of a material that absorbs inside this wavelength window is really challenging. One detection scheme within the C-band on a SOI platform is the hybridization of integrated Si structures with other materials (e.g. Ge [39] , InGaAs [40] ) for direct (linear) absorption. This hybrid approach can lead to highperformance but complex devices, requiring complicated and cost-intensive fabrication procedures and modifications compared to the standard CMOS process. For this purpose, monolithical and fully CMOS-compatible detector concepts have been proposed for the development of comparably simple devices with less fabrication costs. In this perspective, two photon absorption detection can be exploited inside a non-resonant or resonant Si device [41] , revealing however non-linear effect and requiring high light intensity. Alternatively, the generation of direct (linear) absorption inside the telecom window can be achieved by the introduction of midgap energy states via Si + -ion implantation [42] . Despite the lower (direct) absorption compared to the hybrid detectors, this type of monolithic Si detector approach, the defect state Si + -ion implanted detector, offers the best compromise for simple integration and low-rate detection. Taking into account that the 4×4 silicon-plasmonic router architecture employs low-rate optical header pulses, the defect state all-silicon implanted PDs are suitable for the procedure of the OE conversion, pursuing a trade-off between minimum signal distortion during header detection and integration complexity. Schematic illustrations of this type of PD interconnected with a Si waveguide are shown in cross sectional and top views in Figure  3 (a)-(b), respectively, whereas the top view of a test chip including fabricated all-Si implanted PDs with different absorption lengths is depicted in Figure 3 (c). Figure 3 (d)-(e) illustrate the performance of a 0.75mm-long Si + -ion implanted PD, exhibiting linear absorption and sensitivity values of 0.09A/W and 0.11A/W for -6V and -20V bias voltage, respectively. By increasing the device length, the sensitivity is getting higher. However, even for a three times longer device, the dark current is well below 100nA.
Silicon multiplexers
I n o r d e r t o s u p p o r t T b / s -s c a l e b a n d w i d t h , the hybrid router takes advantage of SOI multiplexing devices. Till now various multiplexing/demultiplexing configurations based on SOI technology have been proposed in the scientific community, such as echelle diffraction gratings (EDGs) and arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) [43] , first or higher order RRs [44] - [49] and A-MZIs [50] . In many cases, due to fabrication limits and discrepancies, thermal tuning is performed to attain ideal spectral positioning of the MUX resonances. This controlling technique is adopted for tunability of the second-order SOI RRs employed in the silicon-plasmonic router, aiming at optimized multiplexing performance. Considering that the router is planned to handle 40Gb/s line-rates, the 3-dB passband bandwidth for each data channel should be at least 40GHz and the adjacent channel crosstalk should be kept lower than -15dB. These issues can be met by the 2 nd order RRs employed in the router, since such structures enable increased flexibility in the formation of transmission peaks' spectral shape and bandwidth within the same channel spacing constraints due to the additional coupling stage employed between the two RRs [51] .
A fabricated 2 nd order RR featuring the Si waveguide specifications of Section 2.2 is illustrated in Figure 4 (a). Indicative experimental spectra obtained at the Drop port of 2 nd order ring structures are presented with blue lines in Figure 4 (b)-(c). In particular, Figure  4 (b) refers to a fabricated 2 nd order RR with 9μm radius, 190nm bus-to-ring gaps and 380nm ring-to-ring gap, exhibiting 42.5GHz 3-dB bandwidth and 9.2nm free spectral range (FSR). In the case of a ring structure with 12μm radius, 170nm bus-to-ring gaps and 300nm ring-toring gap, the corresponding 3-dB bandwidth and FSR values are 48.5GHz and 6.9nm ( Figure  4(c) ). Replicas of these measured transfer functions are also illustrated in Figure 4 (b)-(c) with red dashed line by using the circuit-level modeling tool described extensively in [13] .
The aforementioned 2 nd order RRs are employed as the building blocks for the design of the 7:1 SOI MUX devices required in the router. Figure 5 depicts a more generic 8:1 multiplexing layout. The MUX design comprises eight cascaded thermo-optically tunable 2 nd order RRs clustered in two groups with two different radii (R1 and R2). Based on this clustering approach, where the ring structures of each group have the same radius, it is feasible to comply with the limits dictated by the fabrication resolution and the maximum possible thermo-optically induced wavelength tuning of the rings. The 100GHz spacing between the MUX stages as well as the wavelength resonance matching for each pair of RRs forming the MUX's stages are achieved by considering micro-heaters on top of each ring. However, the Si-DLSPP router requires also four different SOI MUXs operating efficiently at different spectral regions within the C telecom band. This requirement can be addressed by choosing appropriate ring radii combinations and values for the bus-to-ring (gap1) and ring-to-ring (gap2) gaps and for the lengths (L1 to L7) of the inter-ring waveguide sections during the design procedure. Following this rationale, the desired spectral responses of the four MUXs are generated within the 1530-1565 nm wavelength window, revealing 100GHz channel spacing, at least20dB optical crosstalk and 40GHz 3-dB bandwidth, as illustrated in Figure 6 . The first three designs rely on rings with 12μm and 11.7μm radii for the first and second cluster, respectively, whereas the corresponding ring radii values for the fourth design are 9μm and 9.2μm. Moreover, the power coupling coefficients between ring-to-ring and bus-to-ring waveguides for all MUX designs are in the range of 0.33-0.007, corresponding to gap dimensions between 170-380 nm. It should be mentioned that the low crosstalk values in adjacent channels are the result of uneven straight waveguide sections between the successive MUX stages that are long enough (~100μm) also to prevent thermal crosstalk. Since the slightest variation in their length seems to greatly affect the optical crosstalk, micro-heaters are considered to be placed on the middle of every straight waveguide section so as to restore length deviations. 
Silicon-plasmonic A-MZIs
Targeting the best compromise between losses, footprint and power consumption, the A-MZI modules of the router rely on a hybrid implementation, where the coupling stages are based on low-loss Si waveguides and only the active phase branches exploit the DLSPP structures. The silicon-plasmonic A-MZI structures play a key role in the accomplishment of routing operation. These are the elements of the router that are capable of performing optical switching by taking advantage of the TO effect at the plasmonic parts. The principle of operation regarding the TO switching is the following: In the 500×600 nm 2 PMMA ridge, the DLSPP mode fills practically the whole ridge, while the largest fraction of the mode is concentrated at the metal-dielectric interface. The strong confinement at the metal-dielectric interface renders the mode very sensitive to any temperature variation induced through current injection in the metal; in this way the underlying gold film acts as a heating electrode for the dielectric ridge, modifying in a very efficient way the DLSPP mode effective index via changing the PMMA refractive index [32] - [34] , [52] and requiring only a small amount of consumed power. At the same time, the inherent instantaneous heating of the metal is immediately transferred to the propagating SPP mode, again due to its strong confinement at the metal-dielectric interface, leading to small response times of the TO effect in the DLSPP waveguide. Such low driving powers (~1mW) and response times (~1μs) in TO modulation and switching have already been shown in theoretical estimations [32] and calculations [52] that make use of these ridge dimensions in DLSPP waveguide structures.
Considering operation at telecom wavelengths (~1550nm) and an increase in temperature of about 61K in PMMA loadings (where the thermo-optic coefficient TOC is -1.05·10 -4 K -1 ), a full π phase shift can be achieved for a waveguide length of 120μm, according to the formula Lπ=λ/(2·ΔT·TOC). This length value is almost twice the maximum propagation length of the DLSPP mode and results in high propagation losses [32] . However, this length can be reduced by a factor of 2 by adopting the asymmetric MZI configuration shown in Figure  7 (a). In this configuration, a permanent π/2 phase shift is induced in one of the two branches by slightly widening the PMMA ridge over a short distance, resulting in this way to a higher effective refractive index value in the wider ridge section and to a natural biasing of the MZI at its quadrature point of operation. To this end, the necessary thermo-optically imposed phase shift is reduced down to π/2. Following this rationale, the length of the phase arms in the employed hybrid A-MZIs has been set to 60μm (L1), while the π/2 phase asymmetry was achieved by widening the lower 600-nm-thick DLSPP waveguide from 500nm (W1) to 700nm (W2) for a length of 6μm (L2), as a result of an increase of the DLSPP mode effective index by ~0.06 [29] , [52] . These dimensions ensure the existence of a single TM mode inside the polymer at telecom wavelengths, both for the nominal and the widened DLSPP waveguides, as depicted in Figure 7 Taking advantage of the default π/2 phase asymmetry introduced at the lower plasmonic branch, this asymmetric interferometric configuration is capable of performing switching with only a π/2 phase shift compared to all-plasmonic symmetric MZI switches [52] - [54] . The injection of electric current to a MZI arm yields a temperature rise that alters the effective index of the mode propagating on the heated arm, leading to a phase shift via this TO effect [32] , [34] , [52] . By electrically controlling the upper A-MZI arm, a negative phase shift is experienced by the propagating DLSPP waveguide mode as a result of the PMMA's TOC. When the induced phase shift equals π/2, the phase difference between the modes travelling through the two MZI branches equals π and therefore the whole mode power is exported to the BAR output of the device. On the contrary, when the same current level applies only to the lower MZI plasmonic branch, the default MZI phase asymmetry is cancelled out due to the -π/2 thermo-optically induced phase shift and, thus, the whole mode power emerges at the CROSS port of the MZI. To this end, the ON switching operation is achieved by electrically driving the upper MZI plasmonic arm, whereas the lower branch has to be driven by the same amount of electric current for the OFF switching operation. Nevertheless, due to the default π/2 phase asymmetry of the MZI, highperformance switching can be reached even if one of the two plasmonic branches is thermooptically addressed, since the MZI is initially biased at the quadrature point that lies in the linear domain of its output transfer function. Consequently, this asymmetric formation constitutes a simple and passive mechanism for reducing the required energy level and the active plasmonic arm length for a given maximum service temperature.
WDM data transmission through a DLSPP waveguide
The evaluation of the WDM data transmission capabilities of plasmonics is initially carried out via a 60μm-long PMMA-loaded straight waveguide that is included in a Si-plasmonic chip [31] , [38] . This chip comprises Si rib waveguides, DLSPP waveguides and Si-to-DLSPP interfaces that follow the specifications presented in Section 2.2 as well as Si TM grating couplers so as to enable optical communication with the outside world. At 1545nm TMpolarized light the cut-back measurements reveal 0.1dB/μm and 4.6dB/cm plasmonic and silicon propagation losses as well as 2.5dB and 12dB coupling losses for each Si-to-DLSPP and TM grating coupling interface, respectively. The experimental setup used to transmit a 480Gb/s WDM optical stream through the DLSPP waveguide is presented in Figure 8 . The transmitter involves twelve continuous-wave (CW) optical signals stemming from distributed feedback (DFB) lasers and spaced by 200GHz within the 1542-1560 nm spectral range. The multiplexing of these individual light beams into a single optical fiber is realized by using AWG and 3-dB couplers. The multiplexed signal is then encoded by a 2 31 -1 pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS) at 40Gb/s NRZ line rate in a Ti:LiNbO3 Mach-Zehnder modulator (MZM). Subsequently, the 480Gb/s WDM signal is amplified by a high-power erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA), providing 24dBm output power towards tackling the high losses induced by the hybrid chip. After ensuring TM polarization conditions for compliance with the inherent TM nature of plasmonics, via a polarization controller, the incoming optical data signal is inserted into the DLSPP waveguide. The multi-wavelength data stream that transmitted through the whole Si-DLSPP waveguide is amplified at the chip's output by a low-noise EDFA and demultiplexed into individual data channels by an optical bandpass tunable filter (OBPF). Each optical data Merging Plasmonics and Silicon Photonics Towards Greener and Faster "Network-on-Chip" Solutions for Data Centers and High-Performance Computing Systems 535 channel is then converted into an electrical signal by a 40GHz 3-dB bandwidth photoreceiver that is connected to a 1:4 electrical demultiplexer, where each electrical data signal is received by a 10Gb/s error detector for bit error rate (BER) measurements. The 12-channel data signal is examined, in terms of its spectrum, in three crucial places along the transmission line: just before the Si-DLSPP chip's input, after the chip's output and after the receiver's EDFA, as depicted in Figure 9 (a)-(c). The TM grating couplers of the chip reveal a non-flattened spectral response (red dashed line in Figure 9 (b)), dictating thereby the chip's spectral response and resulting in wavelength-dependent fiber-to-fiber transmission losses which range between 40dB and 48dB within the wavelength window of interest. As a consequence, the spectrum of the WDM signal constantly alters, even after the final amplification stage due to the absence of gain flattened filters (GFFs) at the EDFAs. To this end, a wavelength-dependent performance is observed in the receiver with respect to the optical noise-to-signal ratio (OSNR). The performance of the 480Gb/s WDM transmission through the 60μm-long DLSPP waveguide is evaluated via BER measurements that are shown in Figure 9 (d)-(f). In particular, Figure 9 (d) illustrates an overview of the BER curves obtained for all 40Gb/s discrete channels. Six out of the twelve channels (channels #1-5, 12) perform error-free, exhibiting a power penalty in a range between 0.2dB and 1dB for a 10 -9 BER value against back-to-back (B2B) measurements. However, the remaining six channels (channels #6-11) reveal an error-floor at ~10 -7 BER. Figure 9 (e) corresponds to the best performing channel #1 that yields 0.2dB power penalty, whilst Figure 9 (f) refers to the worst performing channel #8 that reveals an error-floor at 10 -7 BER value. The B2B measurements are generated by replacing the hybrid chip by a variable attenuator that induces constant, wavelength-independent losses equal to the losses experienced by channels 1-4 that reside in the 1542-1548 nm spectral region (flat reference loss with green line in Figure 9(b) ). The different performances between the channels transmitted via the hybrid chip originate from the unequal OSNR distribution due to the wavelength-dependent spectral responses of the grating couplers and the EDFAs. It should be noted that the error-floor in channels #1-5, 12 can be eliminated by selecting their spectral position to reside within the almost flat low-loss chip's response and by the employment of EDFAs with GFFs.
WDM data traffic switching with a hybrid Si-plasmonic A-MZI
After verifying the WDM data transmission capabilities of plasmonics through the DLSPP waveguide, the next step towards enriching the WDM portfolio of plasmonics is the demonstration of data switching [25] . In this perspective, the TO electrically controlled PMMA-based A-MZI that analyzed in Section 2.5 is employed towards performing switching of a 4×10Gb/s WDM traffic according to the rationale described in the same section. This A-MZI, along with other structures, is included in a Si-plasmonic chip [25] that is equipped with TM grating couplers, similar to the ones presented in the previous section, in order to couple light in and out of the hybrid chip. At 1542nm TM-polarized light the cutback measurements reveal 0.1dB/μm and 4.4dB/cm plasmonic and silicon propagation losses as well as 2.5dB and 13dB coupling losses for each Si-to-DLSPP and TM grating coupling interface, respectively.
Before proceeding to the WDM approach, the Si-DLSPP A-MZI is tested in static and singlechannel conditions regarding its electrical requirements and switching performance. Figure  10 (a) shows the static TO transfer functions for the CROSS and BAR output ports of the A-MZI. The input signal is a 1542nm CW light beam with 6dBm optical power and the control medium is a direct current (DC) that drives the upper MZI arm and takes values up to 40mA. As it is obvious from this figure, the extinction ratio (ER) values for the CROSS and BAR ports are 14dB and 0.9dB when the DC reaches its maximum value. This unbalanced behavior between the two output ports stems from the 95:5, instead of 50:50, Si input/output couplers of the MZI as the result of unfortunate design error. Moreover, by comparing the obtained TO transfer functions with the theoretical transfer functions of a symmetric MZI, the default biasing point of the A-MZI is estimated at ~70 o . Following the same procedure, the phase induced by the 40mA DC is ~-90 o that corresponds to an increase in temperature by ~60K. These phase conditions in both MZI arms imply a total phase difference of ~160 o between the two signal components that travel through the two branches. In terms of power requirements, the hybrid A-MZI consumes ~13.1mW when it is driven by 40mA DC, considering that the resistance of the 60μm-long DLSPP phase arm is found to be 8.2Ω.
After the initial static and single-channel switching characterization, the Si-DLSPP A-MZI is evaluated in terms of switching under dynamic and WDM data conditions. This evaluation is realized by using the experimental setup of Figure 10(b) . Four CW optical signals emitted by DFB sources at 1545.1nm, 1546.7nm, 1547.7nm and 1549.1nm wavelengths are combined in pairs by 3-dB couplers in a way that channels 1 and 3 constitute the first pair and channels 2 and 4 form the other one. Subsequently, each channel pair is modulated by a 2 31 -1 PRBS at 10Gb/s NRZ line rate in a corresponding Ti:LiNbO3 MZM. The final 4×10Gb/s WDM signal is formed by using a 3-dB coupler to multiplex the two pairs of data sequences and is amplified by a high-power EDFA that provides 31dBm power at the input of the electrically controlled hybrid A-MZI. A polarization controller is used again towards establishing the required TM polarization conditions of the incoming WDM signal. Exploiting the TO effect, the switching state of the A-MZI is controlled dynamically by a pulse generator operating at 20KHz. After its transmission through the A-MZI, the multi-wavelength data signal is amplified by a two stage EDFA that comprises a 5nm midstage OBPF for out-of-band amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise rejection. The amplified WDM stream is then demultiplexed into its constituent channels by a 0.8nm OBPF. Each optical data channel is launched into a photoreceiver with 10GHz 3-dB bandwidth for OE conversion. Subsequently, the electrical signal exiting the photoreceiver is then received by a 10Gb/s error-detector for evaluation via BER measurements. As depicted in Figure 10(c) -(e), the spectrum of the 4-channel data signal is observed at three places along the transmission line, that is just before the MZI's input, after the MZI's output and after the pre-amplifier (EDFA2) in the receiver. The high-power signal propagating in the fiber link between EDFA1 and the A-MZI causes the generation of four-wave mixing (FWM) terms, as it is easily noticeable in these figures. Nevertheless, by selecting unequal channel spacing ranging between 125GHz and 200GHz in the source signals, these terms are out-of-band compared to the data channels, giving the opportunity to be removed by subsequent filters. The energy transfer to the FWM components as well as the absence of GFFs after the transmitter's EDFA form the unequal power profile of the WDM signal at the MZI's input, as shown in Figure 10(c) . Due to the spectral response of the chip's TM grating couplers, the WDM spectral power profile at the MZI's output is now different ( Figure  10(d) ). The same figure also depicts with red dashed line the spectral response of the chip including the A-MZI and the TM grating couplers, revealing a 3dB loss variation within the 1545-1549 nm spectral band. After the receiver's pre-amplification stage, different power levels and also different OSNR values between the four channels are observed, as a result of the gain profile of EDFA2 (Figure 10(e) ).
The dynamic control of the Si-DLSPP A-MZI is achieved by driving its upper arm with electrical rectangular pulses of 15μs duration, 20KHz repetition rate and 40mA peak value. The obtained data traces and eye diagrams for channel 1 (λ1) and channel 2 (λ2) signals at the CROSS and BAR output ports of the A-MZI are illustrated in Figure 11(a)-(h) , where the electrical control signal is also depicted with red dashed line. According to these figures, inverted mode operation with an ER close to 14dB is attained at the CROSS port. In contrast, only 0.9dB ER performance is recorder at the BAR port as a result of the 95:5 Si couplers of the A-MZI. In terms of response time, the Si-DLSPP A-MZI exhibits fast rise and fall times lying in the 3-5 μs range, as it has been also demonstrated in a 90μm-long PMMA-based A-MZI [25] . It should be noted that similar results for both CROSS and BAR output ports are also obtained for data channels 3 and 4 at λ3 and λ4 wavelengths, respectively. The performance of the 4×10Gb/s WDM switching via the 60μm-long PMMA-based A-MZI in ON and OFF switching states is evaluated via BER measurements that are depicted in Figure 11 (i). In this experiment, the B2B measurements are obtained by using a straight Si waveguide, which is also included in the hybrid chip, as a reference point. In this way, only the signal degradation through the A-MZI is taken into consideration, excluding the lossy input/output TM grating couplers of the chip. Regarding the ON state, a DC value of 40mA is applied to the upper MZI branch, recording at the same time the BER measurements for the BAR output port. In case of no driving current, namely the OFF state, the BER curve is obtained at the CROSS output port of the MZI. As it is shown in Figure 11 (i), the ON state reveals a negative power penalty close to the statistical error of 0.2dB for all four channels compared to the B2B curve. However, when operating at OFF state, the four channels exhibit power penalties in a range between 1.7dB and 3.6dB at a 10 -9 BER value. The enhanced power penalty values compared to the corresponding ON state performance originate mainly from the 8dB lower power level received at MZI's CROSS output (-26dBm) against its BAR port during ON state (-18dBm). Additionally, the power penalty shows a clear tendency to increase with the channel wavelength, due to the wavelength-dependent gain and OSNR profile experienced by the four channels during amplification in EDFA2. Finally, the different slopes observed between the BER graphs of channels 1, 3 and the BER curves of channels 2 and 4 are caused due to the different modulators per channel pair at the 4×10Gb/s transmitter end.
Switching performance metrics
A clear view about the switching credentials and advantages of plasmonics over the SOI and the polymer-based TO waveguide technology platforms can be obtained by comparing performance metrics regarding the power consumption, switching time and active phase arm length. Table 1 provides an overview of the respective performance metrics reported for different SOI and polymer-based TO MZI switches. The power consumption × switching time metric is also included in this table, since it has been commonly used for the comparison of TO switching elements in applications where both low energy and fast operation are a prerequisite for high performance [55] . This table verifies the advantages of plasmonic technology: The Si-DLSPP A-MZI switch attains the shorter active region and the smallest power-time product over every type of undoped thermo-optically addressed MZI switch. These findings come as a natural consequence of the strong confinement of the DLSPP mode at the metal-dielectric interface, the inherent instantaneous heating of the underlying metallic layer and the asymmetric configuration of the MZI. On the contrary, in SOI TO structures, where the electrode is located at certain distance from the Si waveguide, it is very difficult to achieve simultaneously ultra-low power consumption and response time values. The required power can be greatly reduced by using sophisticated waveguide engineering (e.g. suspended waveguides), thereby leading to sub-mW switching but at the expense of increased switching times and poor mechanical stability [56] , [57] . A very good compromise between power consumption and response time is offered by using integrated NiSi waveguide heaters in single driving SOI-based TO switches [58] . Compared to the latter switches, lower power requirements but higher switching times are observed in polymer-based switches [55] , [59] . It should be mentioned that TO switches that use the waveguide itself as the resistive heater and exploit differential driving schemes [60] have been excluded from this study to keep the same conditions for comparison.
Optimization procedures
The performance of the Si-DLSPP A-MZI switch regarding its BAR and CROSS output ports is determined by the splitting ratio of its Si coupling stages. To this end, the incorporation of 50:50 couplers, instead of the considered 95:5, can greatly improve the switching performance, yielding more than 20dB ER for both output ports. Another aspect that can be optimized is the switching time of this hybrid interferometric element. As it is already mentioned, the adoption of differential driving schemes for actively controlling both of the DLSPP MZI branches has the potential for lower time responses, even in the order of sub-μs [60] . Moreover, the power consumption in switching can be also reduced. One way is to form a kind of "suspended" plasmonic waveguides by etching the BOX layer under the gold film in order to achieve better confinement of the heat in the DLSPP waveguides and therefore enhanced power efficiency. This technique could be also exploited in the SOI MUX devices for energy-efficient thermal tuning of the RRs [63] . Another approach for bringing down the consumed power is the utilization of polymer materials with higher TOC value instead of PMMA loadings. For example, Cycloaliphatic acrylate (Cyclomer) exhibits almost three times higher TOC than PMMA and has been already successfully applied as the polymer loading in DLSPP switching structures [34] , [38] . Though yet not optimized for lowenergy switching operation, this route is expected to significantly decrease the required energy levels without compromising the switching performance. Alternatively, this scheme can be used to reduce the footprint and as such the losses of the A-MZI device. Considering the same amount of electric current to that used in the aforementioned WDM switching experiment, the length of the active plasmonic regions can be decreased from 60μm to 20μm, resulting in 4dB lower plasmonic propagation losses. Besides, the Cyclomer loadings can boost the TO tuning performance of plasmonic resonant devices compared to respective PMMA-based structures [31] , [33] when similar temperature changes occur [38] .
Apart from the hybrid A-MZI switch, optimization acts should be carried out for the TM grating couplers that are responsible for coupling light in and out of the chips. The grating couplers employed in the WDM data transmission and switching experiments exhibit 24dB overall insertion losses at best that are too high for practical datacom applications where the employment of amplifiers is prohibited. Towards tackling this issue, new TM grating couplers are considered for a far better efficiency. These coupling structures, filled with Spin-on-Glass (SOG) of 800nm height, rely on a fully etched approach with 0.8 filling factor, 0.71μm grating period, 0.13μm groove width and 10 degrees incident angle of the light. Figure 12 (a) presents a layout of the new grating coupler's schematic cross section and Figure 12 (b) depicts the SEM image of the fabricated one. These optimized TM grating couplers reveal 3.25dB minimum coupling loss at 1557nm and about 32nm 3-dB bandwidth. The blue line in Figure 12 (c) presents also the results obtained from simulation that indicate very good agreement between theory and experiment. These results ensure that the new TM grating coupler is a major achievement since it decreases the router's overall optical losses by 17.5dB. 
Router performance in terms of optical insertion losses and power consumption
As a NoC solution for Data Centers and HPC systems, the hybrid Router-on-Chip platform should consume low power towards "greener" computing environments and induce low losses towards intrachip point-to-point connection without using on-chip amplifiers.
Within this framework, an estimation of the total power consumption of the entire 4×4 silicon-plasmonic router is provided here based on the characterization and experimental results obtained from the router's components and subsystems. Considering 60μm-long PMMA-phase arms in the branches of the hybrid A-MZIs that require 40mA driving current, the hybrid router is expected to consume at maximum ~2W. This power consumption stems from 1mW in the four PDs, 335mW in the four frontend SOI MUX devices due to the thermal tuning of their RRs and ~1.67W in the IC that is capable of providing at the same time two differential outputs with 48mA current. Therefore, the electronic IC is the router's component that consumes the largest part of power whereas the optical components reveal a power consumption of only ~400mW, considering the 13mW power requirement of each hybrid A-MZI. In comparison with current multicore central processing units (CPUs) for servers and HPCs that consume 150W [64] and 55W [65] respectively, the hybrid router requires only 2W, rendering this technology ideal for such shrinked networking environments in terms of energy savings. Keeping in mind that the Si-DLSPP router has an aggregate throughput capability of 1.12Tb/s, the power efficiency of this hybrid routing platform is about 1.8mW/Gb/s that is a very low value compared to other hybrid OE routers [66] .
The optimization procedures of the previous section could lead to significant reductions in the total power consumption of the silicon-plasmonic router. The usage of Cyclomer, instead of PMMA, loadings in the phase arms of the A-MZIs can bring the IC's power consumption down to ~600mW. Consequently, the total power consumption is limited to ~1W. Keeping the power consumption in the original level of 2W, the same switching performance in the 4×4 DLSPP switching matrix is expected by employing 20μm-long Cyclomer-based A-MZIs but with the profit of 8dB lower losses in the router. Towards minimizing the aggregate power consumption, the approach of suspended arms for the fabrication of the RRs composing the SOI MUXs can lead to increased tuning efficiency that results in ~30mW for the whole multiplexing circuitry and therefore in ~630mW for the entire routing platform. As a result, an outstanding performance with lower than 0.6mW/Gb/s power efficiency can be achieved.
The total insertion losses of the silicon-plasmonic router can be also estimated. The aggregate losses across an input-to-output route are expected to be ~31dB that are analyzed in 6.5dB for the input and output grating couplers, 2dB for the SOI MUX device, 0.5dB for a 90:10 monitor coupler, ~8dB for the silicon waveguides, 10dB for the four Si-to-DLSPP interfaces and 4dB for the two 20μm-long Cyclomer-loaded SPP branches at the A-MZIs. However, the losses concerning the Si waveguide interconnections can be quite lower after finalizing the router prototype, since the value of 8dB relies on first layouts, where the building blocks and their interconnections are not placed in an optimal -in terms of spatial density-way. Nevertheless, even the 31dB losses of the original design can be manageable with high-power vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) [67] and high sensitivity Si-PDs [68] .
Conclusion
Power consumption and size appear as the main set of barriers in next-generation Data Center and HPC environments. Within this framework, the penetration of optics into shrinked networking environments for chip-scale interconnects is now more vital than ever. SOI technology has already demonstrated its low-cost and high-integration credentials towards supporting fundamental operations required for optical interconnect applications. At the same time, the emerging discipline of plasmonics appears as a promising candidate for further size minimization and power savings. To this end, the idea of merging plasmonics and silicon photonics into the same platform seems to be a great solution for the implementation of faster and "greener" NoC environments. Deriving the strengths of each technology, a high-throughput, energy efficient and compact hybrid "Router-on-chip" is feasible. In this perspective, we present a 4×4 silicon-plasmonic router architecture for chipscale applications with 1.12Tb/s aggregate bandwidth. The hybrid router relies on a SOI motherboard that incorporates Si waveguides for low-loss interconnection of SOI MUXs, PDs and the remaining subsystems, low-energy plasmonic waveguides in active A-MZI switches and an IC control unit for intelligent decision-making operations. Towards the demonstration of the router's functionality, we proceed to experimental evidences that turn the promises of plasmonics into real system-level application benefits: The transmission of a 12×40Gb/s WDM stream through a Si-DLSPP waveguide and the switching of a 4×10Gb/s WDM signal via a Si-DLSPP A-MZI. With the lowest reported power consumption × time response product among undoped SOI and polymer-based TO MZI switches, plasmonic technology becomes suitable for on-chip optical interconnects. According to experimental results, the hybrid router is estimated to consume ~2W with only ~400mW corresponding to the optical parts, yielding a power efficiency of 1.8mW/Gb/s. Moreover, the router is expected to induce about 31dB optical losses. With these power and optical loss characteristics, the Si-DLSPP routing platform seems to be appropriate for NoC environments where fast path establishment and route reconfiguration is necessary for efficient traffic management in Data Centers and HPCs.
